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Chrysler Slant Six Engines
The industry-leading textbook for collision repair and
refinishing is now updated to the NATEF 2006
Collision Repair and Refinish Program Standards.
Written with clearer explanations and more detail
than any other collision repair learning tool on the
market, Auto Body Repair Technology, Fifth Edition
delves into all aspects of collision repair, from initial
collision evaluation, to estimating, to final paint
detailing. And because the book is written by a
leading author in the auto body field, readers will feel
confident that they are learning skills and procedures
that incorporate the latest advances in materials and
methods. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

The Complete Guide to Auto Body Repair
From hand-held, dedicated units to software that
turns PCs and Palm Pilots into powerful diagnostic
scanners, auto enthusiasts today have a variety of
methods available to make use of on-board diagnostic
systems. And not only can they be used to diagnose
operational faults, they can be used as low-budget
data acquistion systems and dynamometers, so you
can maximize your vehicle's performance. Beginning
with why scanners are needed to work effectively on
modern cars, this book teaches you how to choose
the right scanner for your application, how to use the
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tool, and what each code means. "How To Use
Automotive Diagnostic Scanners" is illustrated with
photos and diagrams to help you understand OBD-I
and OBD-II systems (including CAN) and the scanners
that read the information they record. Also included is
a comprehensive list of codes and what they mean.
From catalytic converters and O2 sensors to
emissions and automotive detective work, this is the
complete reference for keeping your vehicle EPAcompliant and on the road!

Chevrolet Inline-6 Engine 1929-1962
The photos in this edition are black and white. There
comes a time in every automobile's life when the
engine just doesn't perform as it should anymore. It
may be burning oil, it may be leaking, the
compression may be so low that it only starts on cold
days, or maybe it just isn't very efficient anymore.
When all of this happens, you have to decide whether
to just dump the car and replace it, or add some new
life to your old car by rebuilding the engine.
Rebuilding the engine in any used car, much less a
classic, seems like a much more attractive option
when you can save a lot of money by doing it
yourself. Sometimes the savings are the difference
between keeping your car or letting it go. If you want
to keep you car running strong and lasting for years,
this is the book for you. A part of CarTech's
Workbench Series, "How to Rebuild Any Automotive
Engine" covers the basics of any engine rebuild in
more than 400 photos of step-by-step instruction.
Subjects covered include preparation and tool
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requirements, engine removal, engine disassembly,
machine work and clean-up, short-block assembly,
final engine assembly, installation, start-up, and break
in. Also visited are the options of purchasing crate
engines, remanufactured engines, and performance
upgrades. This book applies to all cars on the road
that feature an internal combustion engine. Spend a
little on this book and save hundreds of dollars down
the road.

How To Use Automotive Diagnostic
Scanners
A guide to engine rebuilding includes discussions of
removal, parts indentification, cylinder head
reconditioning, and engine assembly

Ford FE Engines
Ideal for students, entry-level technicians, and
experienced professionals, the fully updated Sixth
Edition of MEDIUM/HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ENGINES,
FUEL & COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS is
the most comprehensive guide to highway diesel
engines and their management systems available
today. The new edition features expanded coverage
of natural gas (NG) fuel systems, after-treatment
diagnostics, and drive systems that rely on electric
traction motors (including hybrid, fuel cell, and allelectric). Three new chapters address electric
powertrain technology, and a new, dedicated chapter
on the Connected Truck addresses telematics, ELDs,
and cybersecurity. This user-friendly, full-color
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resource covers the full range of commercial vehicle
powertrains, from light- to heavy-duty, and includes
transit bus drive systems. Set apart from any other
book on the market by its emphasis on the modern
multiplexed chassis, this practical, wide-ranging guide
helps students prepare for career success in the
dynamic field of diesel engine and commercial vehicle
service and repair. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The Complete Book of Porsche 911
Automotive Engine Performance, published as part of
the CDX Master Automotive Technician Series,
provides technicians in training with a detailed
overview of modern engine technologies and
diagnostic strategies. Taking a "strategy-based
diagnostic" approach, it helps students master the
skills needed to diagnose and resolve customer
concerns correctly on the first attempt. Students will
gain an understanding of current diagnostic tools and
advanced performance systems as they prepare to
service the engines of tomorrow.

Auto Repair and Maintenance
This book covers the vast majority of Powerstroke
Diesel engines on the road, and gives you the full
story on their design. Each part of the engine is
described and discussed in detail, with full-color
photos of every critical component. A full and
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complete step-by-step engine rebuild is also included.

Auto Body Repair Technology
Ford was unique in that it had two very different bigblock engine designs during the height of the muscle
car era. The original FE engine design was pioneered
in the late 1950s, primarily as a more powerful
replacement for the dated Y-block design. What
began as torquey engines meant to move
heavyweight sedans morphed into screaming highperformance mills that won Le Mans and drag racing
championships throughout the 1960s. By the late
1960s, the FE design was dated, so Ford replaced it
with the 385 series, also known as the Lima design, in
displacements of 429 and 460 ci, which was similar to
the canted-valve Cleveland design being pioneered at
the same time. It didn’t share the FE pedigree of
racing success, mostly due to timing, but the new
design was better in almost every way; it exists via
Ford Motorsports’ offerings to this day. Beginning in
1971, the 429 found its way between the fenders of
Mustangs and Torinos in high-compression 4-barrel
versions called the Cobra Jet and Super Cobra Jet, and
they were some of the most powerful passenger car
engines Ford had ever built. If the muscle car era had
not died out shortly after the release of these
powerful engines, without a doubt the 429
performance variants would be ranked with the
legendary big-blocks of all time. In this revised edition
of How to Rebuild Big-Block Ford Engines, now titled
Ford 429/460 Engines: How to Rebuild, Ford expert
Charles Morris covers all the procedures, processes,
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and techniques for rebuilding your 385 Series bigblock. Step-by-step text provides details for
determining whether your engine actually needs a
rebuild, preparation and removal, disassembly,
inspection, cleaning, machining and parts selection,
reassembly, start-up, and tuning. Also included is a
chapter in building the special Boss 429 engines, as
well as a bonus chapter on the Ford 351 Cleveland,
Ford’s little brother to the big-block.

Manifold Destiny
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY: A SYSTEMS APPROACH the leading authority on automotive theory, service,
and repair - has been thoroughly updated to provide
accurate, current information on the latest
technology, industry trends, and state-of-the-art tools
and techniques. This comprehensive text covers the
full range of basic topics outlined by ASE, including
engine repair, automatic transmissions, manual
transmissions and transaxles, suspension and
steering, brakes, electricity and electronics, heating
and air conditioning, and engine performance. Now
updated to reflect the latest ASE Education
Foundation MAST standards, as well as cutting-edge
hybrid and electric engines, this trusted text is an
essential resource for aspiring and active technicians
who want to succeed in the dynamic, rapidly evolving
field of automotive service and repair. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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Automotive Engines: Diagnosis, Repair,
and Rebuilding
Provides detailed instructions for the examination,
disassembly, maintenance, repair, reassembly, and
installation of small-block Ford eight cylinder engines

4.6L & 5.4L Ford Engines
Since 1991, the popular and highly modifiable Ford
4.6-liter has become a modern-day V-8 phenomenon,
powering everything from Ford Mustangs to handbuilt hot rods and the 5.4-liter has powered trucks,
SUVs, the Shelby GT500, and more. The wildly
popular 4.6-liter has created an industry unto itself
with a huge supply of aftermarket high-performance
parts, machine services, and accessories. Its design
delivers exceptional potential, flexibility, and
reliability. The 4.6-liter can be built to produce 300 hp
up to 2,000 hp, and in turn, it has become a favorite
among rebuilders, racers, and high-performance
enthusiasts. 4.6-/5.4-Liter Ford Engines: How to
Rebuild expertly guides you through each step of
rebuilding a 4.6-liter as well as a 5.4-liter engine,
providing essential information and insightful detail.
This volume delivers the complete nuts-and-bolts
rebuild story, so the enthusiast can professionally
rebuild an engine at home and achieve the desired
performance goals. In addition, it contains a
retrospective of the engine family, essential
identification information, and component differences
between engines made at Romeo and Windsor
factories for identifying your engine and selecting the
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right parts. It also covers how to properly plan a
4.6-/5.4-liter build-up and choose the best equipment
for your engine's particular application. As with all
Workbench Series books, this book is packed with
detailed photos and comprehensive captions, where
you are guided step by step through the disassembly,
machine work, assembly, start-up, break-in, and
tuning procedures for all iterations of the 4.6-/5.4-liter
engines, including 2-valve and 3-valve SOHC and the
4-valve DOHC versions. It also includes an easy-toreference spec chart and suppliers guide so you find
the right equipment for your particular build up.

Jeep 4.0 Engines
Engine Repair, published as part of the CDX Master
Automotive Technician Series, provides students with
the technical background, diagnostic strategies, and
repair procedures they need to successfully repair
engines in the shop. Focused on a “strategy-based
diagnostics” approach, this book helps students
master diagnosis in order to properly resolve the
customer concern on the first attempt.

Automotive Technology: A Systems
Approach
As Ford’s follow-up to the famous flathead, the Yblock was Ford’s first overhead-valve V-8 and it
established an impressive high-performance legacy,
winning many races in NASCAR and setting records at
the Bonneville Salt Flats. This venerable Ford engine,
which powers classic Thunderbirds, Crown Victorias,
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Edsels, and other cars, is enjoying a performance
renaissance. Many aftermarket parts, including heads,
can turn a sedate Y-block into a powerhouse. The
engine earned its name from its deep-skirt block
design that looked like a “Y.” This stout engine was
installed in millions of Ford cars from 1954 to 1962
and Ford trucks from 1952 to 1964. Author and Ford
tech expert Charles Morris explains each critical
aspect of rebuilding a stock 239-, 256-, 272-, 292-,
and 312-ci Y-block and building a modified Y-block. He
shows you how to identify components and conduct a
thorough inspection so you select a sound block,
heads, intake, and other components. He explains the
specifics for obtaining high-quality machining work
and verifying clearances. In addition, he delves into
the intricacies of each step of the assembly process
so you can rebuild a strong-running and reliable
engine. Most important, Morris details the steps to
effectively remedy the Y-block oiling problems. This is
the book Ford Y-block owners and fans have been
waiting for. It’s an indispensible guide for performing
a professional-caliber rebuild and buildup of the Yblock.

How to Rebuild GM LS-Series Engines
TODAY'S TECHNICIAN: AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE REPAIR &
REBUILDING, 5th Edition delivers the theoretical and
practical knowledge you need to repair and service
modern automotive engines and prepare for the
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) certification
exam. Designed around National Automotive
Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) standards,
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this system-specific text addresses engine
construction, engine operation, intake and exhaust
systems, and engine repair, as well as the basics in
engine rebuilding. Move your career forward with
discussions about advancements in hybrid
technology, factors affecting engine performance, and
the designs and functions of modern component
parts. Long known for its technical accuracy and
concise writing style, TODAY'S TECHNICIAN:
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE REPAIR & REBUILDING, 5th
Edition revs up your reading experience with realistic
line drawings, detailed photos, critical thinking
questions, and much more! Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Small Engines and Outdoor Power
Equipment
Ford FE engines, which were manufactured from the
late 1950s all the way through the mid-1970s, were
designated as the large-displacement engines in the
Ford lineup. FE means Ford Edsel, and reflects an era
when Ford sought to promote the Edsel name. The
design of these engines was implemented to increase
displacement over its predecessor, the Y-Block
engines of the previous decade. Early models were
fairly modest in displacement, as were most bigblocks of the era, but they grew quickly to fill the
needs of rapidly changing chassis requirements and
consumer demand for larger vehicles. As it grew, the
FE engine performed admirably as a heavy passenger
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car and light truck engine. It also became quite
accomplished in performance circles, winning the 24
Hours of Le Mans, as well as powering Ford’s muscle
car and drag racing programs in the mid- to late
1960s. In this book, you will learn everything you
need to know to rebuild one of these legendary
engines. CarTech's unique Workbench series format
takes you step-by-step through the entire rebuilding
process. Covered are engine identification and
selection, disassembly, cleaning, parts analysis and
assessment, machine shop processes, replacement
parts selection, re-assembly and start-up/break-in
techniques. Along the way you find helpful tips on
performance upgrades, trouble spots to look for,
special tools required, and professional builder's tips.
FE master, owner of Survival Motorsports, and
veteran author Barry Rabotnick shares all of his tricks
and secrets on building a durable and reliable FE
engine. Whether you are simply rebuilding an old
truck for reliable service use, restoring a 100-point
show car, or building the foundation for a highperformance street and strip machine, this book will
be an irreplaceable resource for all your future FE
engine projects.

2017 - DEBBIES BOOK(R) 29th Edition
EBOOK
Art of the Hot Rod is a feast for the eyes--a gallery of
gorgeous hot rods, the best you'll see from the
world's top hot rod builders! A hot rod is art on
wheels, and this book contains a whole gallery of the
best you'll ever see. In this exclusive collector's
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edition of Art of the Hot Rod you'll find a jaw-dropping
array of beautiful hot rod photos, plus special
gatefolds, updated text, and exclusive frameable
photographic prints. Art of the Hot Rod: Collector's
Edition celebrates the uniquely American marriage of
mechanical know-how and an inspired sense of style
and design. Built from the ground up, pieced together
from salvaged or hand-built parts, rebuilt with classic
looks and modern technology--these automotive
works of art are as powerful on the page as they are
on the street. The book profiles top builders such as
Pete Chapouris, Roy Brizio, Vern Tardel, Troy
Trepanier, and fifteen others and features studio
portraits of their most outstanding custom creations.
Through the stunning portraiture of master
photographer Peter Harholdt, Art of the Hot Rod
captures these magnificent vehicles as they've never
been seen before. In addition to full-color
photography and updated text, this special collector's
edition features two gatefolds with new photography
and four garage art photo prints.

The Engine Builder's Handbook
2017 Debbies Book® 29th Edition Full Database
eBook 5 ways to experience Debbies Book®! •
Physical book for users who want to hold it in their
hands • Printable book for users who want to print
certain pages • Tablet-friendly eBook for users who
love their iPads and eReaders • Mobile App for iOS &
Android Devices • Blog featuring how-tos, vendors
and news The book is organized by categories in
alphabetical order. Listings for Prop Houses and
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Costume Rental Houses are shortened to one or two
lines to save space. Their full contact information is
located within the Prop House and Costume Rental
Houses categories only.

Two-Stroke Engine Repair and
Maintenance
This comprehensive resource provides detailed
content on the theory of operation, diagnosis, repair,
and rebuilding of automotive engines. Students will
gain essential technical expertise as they develop the
skills and knowledge they need for professional
success, including critical thinking and awareness of
key industry trends and practices. AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINES: DIAGNOSIS, REPAIR, AND REBUILDING,
Eighth Edition, emphasizes universal repair
techniques and case histories based on real-world
scenarios to prepare users for careers in the field.
Instructor resources include lesson plans,
customizable lab sheets that address ASE Education
Foundation Standards, a customizable test bank with
questions based on chapter content, PowerPoint
presentations, and more. Now updated with new, fullcolor images and information on the latest trends,
tools, and technology--including hybrid engines and
high-performance components--this trusted text is the
ideal resource for automotive program instructors
who want a complete teaching package for their
Engines course. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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How to Rebuild Any Automotive Engine
Whether from hailstorms, parking lots, or plain bad
judgment, everybody needs to know how to repair
automotive bodywork at some point during their carowning years. The Complete Guide to Auto Body
Repair provides all the information you'll need to deal
with any bumps, bangs, and bruises your car
encounters. From tools to materials to techniques,
this book takes the reader all the way through the
process. Beginning with creating a strategy, then
moving through disassembly, repair, reassembly, and
preparing the surface for paint, author Dennis W.
Parks shows how to repair damage from collisions,
neglect, and rust.

Medium/Heavy Duty Truck Engines, Fuel
& Computerized Management Systems
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES: DIAGNOSIS, REPAIR,
REBUILDING 6E provides updated, accurate, and
comprehensive information on what is needed to
diagnose, repair, and rebuild automotive engines.
This book will build readers' technical expertise and
critical thinking skills, while also providing them with
information on current industry trends and concerns.
This revised edition includes an enhanced chapter on
engine diagnosis and updated information on fourvalve-per-cylinder engines, camshaft timing, variable
valve timing, and high performance engines.
Hundreds of new and updated photos and sketches
bring this new edition to life. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
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the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Auto Engine Repair
Clear and concise text guides you through each
engine-rebuilding step. Complete information is
included on how to diagnose, remove, tear down,
inspect, recondition, assemble, and install all Nissan
and Datsun L-series engines. Bonus sections list parts
identification and interchange, and explains in-vehicle
cylinder head and timing chain repair.

Today's Technician: Automotive Engine
Repair & Rebuilding, Classroom Manual
and Shop Manual, Spiral bound Version
Long-time Pontiac expert and magazine writer Rocky
Rotella guides the reader through the entire rebuild
process. Drawing on his vast experience, Rotella uses
detailed captions and explanatory photos to show
each crucial step of the disassembly, inspection,
machine work, parts selection, assembly, and breakin process. The book instructs the reader how to
skillfully pull the engine and prevent damage to the
car. It documents how to carefully inspect the
components for problems and fix these issues that
could spell doom for a newly rebuilt engine. Finding a
reputable and professional machine shop that
specializes in Pontiac engines is discussed, as well as
aftermarket parts and OEM parts interchange for highperformance, so you can select the best parts for a
particular engine. All essential machine shop
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procedures are covered in detail. Inspection and preassembly are thoroughly explained.

Automotive Engines: Diagnosis, Repair,
Rebuilding
Porsche's fabled 911 represents the ultimate
expression of Ferdinand Porsche's original vision of
the perfect sports car. In The Complete Book of
Porsche 911, author and photographer Randy
Leffingwell provides a year-by-year overview of
Stuttgart's most famous car, from the original 901
prototype to today's technologically advanced GT2
and GT3 derivatives and the latest 992-generation
911. Along the way, he highlights the racing,
prototype, and limited-production cars—offering the
most complete reference available to these top-tier
sports cars. In this book, you'll find the air-cooled cars
of 1963 to 1998, then the water-cooled 911s of 1998
to present day. With behind-the-scenes info on the
evolution of this iconic sports car, this book offers the
detail craved by Porsche enthusiasts. Illustrated
throughout with images from Porsche's own historical
archive and complemented by the author’s stunning
photos, along with detailed technical specification
tables, The Complete Book of Porsche 911 offers a
thorough account of one of the most beloved
enthusiast cars ever produced.

Ford Flathead Engines
This textbook will help you learn all the skills you
need to pass all Vehicle Electrical and Electronic
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Systems courses and qualifications. As electrical and
electronic systems become increasingly more
complex and fundamental to the workings of modern
vehicles, understanding these systems is essential for
automotive technicians. For students new to the
subject, this book will help to develop this knowledge,
but will also assist experienced technicians in keeping
up with recent technological advances. This new
edition includes information on developments in passthrough technology, multiplexing, and engine control
systems. In full colour and covering the latest course
specifications, this is the guide that no student
enrolled on an automotive maintenance and repair
course should be without. Designed to make learning
easier, this book contains: Photographs, flow charts,
quick reference tables, overview descriptions and
step-by-step instructions. Case studies to help you put
the principles covered into a real-life context. Useful
margin features throughout, including definitions, key
facts and ‘safety first’ considerations.

How to Rebuild Honda B-Series Engines
Illustrated techniques; for classics, musclecars, hot
rods, powerboats or all out race cars.

How to Rebuild Pontiac V-8s
Auto Repair For Dummies, 2nd Edition
(9781119543619) was previously published as Auto
Repair For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9780764599026).
While this version features a new Dummies cover and
design, the content is the same as the prior release
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and should not be considered a new or updated
product. The top-selling auto repair guide--400,000
copies sold--now extensively reorganized and updated
Forty-eight percent of U.S. households perform at
least some automobile maintenance on their own,
with women now accounting for one third of this $34
billion automotive do-it-yourself market. For new or
would-be do-it-yourself mechanics, this illustrated
how-to guide has long been a must and now it's even
better. A complete reorganization now puts relevant
repair and maintenance information directly after
each automotive system overview, making it much
easier to find hands-on fix-it instructions. Author
Deanna Sclar has updated systems and repair
information throughout, eliminating discussions of
carburetors and adding coverage of hybrid and
alternative fuel vehicles. She's also revised schedules
for tune-ups and oil changes, included driving tips
that can save on maintenance and repair costs, and
added new advice on troubleshooting problems and
determining when to call in a professional mechanic.
For anyone who wants to save money on car repairs
and maintenance, this book is the place to start.
Deanna Sclar (Long Beach, CA), an acclaimed auto
repair expert and consumer advocate, has
contributed to the Los Angeles Times and has been
interviewed on the Today show, NBC Nightly News,
and other television programs.

Automobile Electrical and Electronic
Systems
This new book is more than a simple engine repair
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manual. Designed for the beginner with little or no
mechanical experience, Small Engines & Outdoor
Power Equipment is a graphically appealing, step-bystep guide that covers all of the most important
engine maintenance and repair skills you'll need to
keep your equipment running at peak performance. It
also shows exactly how to perform mechanical
upkeep and repairs on the most common outdoor
power implements, including lawn mowers, snow
blowers, chain saws, power washers, generators, leaf
blowers, rototillers, wood splitters, lawn edgers, and
weed whips. With clear 'how-to' photos and detailed
diagrams, you'll see exactly what needs to be done. A
comprehensive troubleshooting guide helps you
define problems and enact solutions. With Small
Engines & Outdoor Power Equipment in your library,
you won't need to haul the lawn mower off to the
repair center and wait a few weeks just because a
filter is plugged or the old gas needs to be replaced.
Among the many skills you'll learn are seasonal tuneups, changing oil, servicing spark plugs, cleaning
filters, replacing muffler, servicing the fuel tank,
overhauling the carburetor, servicing brakes,
inspecting flywheels, replacing the fuel pump, and
replacing a rewind cord.

Art of the Hot Rod
A blended learning approach to automotive
engineering at levels one to three. Produced
alongside the ATT online learning resources, this
textbook covers all the theory and technology
sections that students need to learn in order to pass
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levels 1, 2 and 3 automotive courses. It is
recommended by the Institute of the Motor Industry
and is also ideal for exams run by other awarding
bodies. Unlike the current textbooks on the market
though, this title takes a blended learning approach,
using interactive features that make learning more
enjoyable as well as more effective. When linked with
the ATT online resources it provides a comprehensive
package that includes activities, video footage,
assessments and further reading. Information and
activities are set out in sequence so as to meet
teacher and learner needs as well as qualification
requirements. Tom Denton is the leading UK
automotive author with a teaching career spanning
lecturer to head of automotive engineering in a large
college. His nine automotive textbooks published
since 1995 are bestsellers and led to his authoring of
the Automotive Technician Training multimedia
system that is in common use in the UK, USA and
several other countries.

How to Rebuild Your Nissan & Datsun
OHC Engine
Now 60 years old, your Slant Six could probably use
some freshening up. Slant Six engine expert Doug
Dutra has produced this volume to walk you through
every aspect of disassembly, evaluation, rebuild, and
reassembly in an easy-to-read, step-by-step format.
The book also covers modifications, showing how to
squeeze the most out of your engine. The year 1960
was an important one in auto manufacturing; it was
the year all of the Big Three unveiled entrants in a
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new class of car called the compact. Chrysler's
offering, the Plymouth Valiant, was paired with its
redesigned 6-cylinder engine entrant, the Slant Six,
known by its nickname the "leaning tower of power."
This engine powered the Valiants when they swept
the top seven positions in the newly christened
compact race that precluded the Daytona 500. With
its legacy intact, Chrysler's Slant Six powered Mopar
automobiles for decades to come in three
displacement offerings (170, 198, 225). With millions
of Slant Six engines built over the 30-plus years that
the engine was produced, it’s always a good idea to
have this book handy, as you never know when the
next "leaning tower of power" will find its way into
your garage! p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px Arial}

Manifold Destiny
With the increasing popularity of GM's LS-series
engine family, many enthusiasts are ready to rebuild.
The first of its kind, How to Rebuild GM LS-Series
Engines, tells you exactly how to do that. The book
explains variations between the various LS-series
engines and elaborates up on the features that make
this engine family such an excellent design. As with
all Workbench titles, this book details and highlights
special components, tools, chemicals, and other
accessories needed to get the job done right, the first
time. Appendicies are packed full of valuable
reference information, and the book includes a WorkAlong Sheet to help you record vital statistics and
measurements along the way.
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Porsche 911 Performance Handbook
Chevrolet’s inline 6-cylinder, affectionately known as
the “Stovebolt,” was produced and applied to
Chevrolet-powered automobiles from 1929 through
1962. Its effectiveness and simplicity greatly
contributed to the lengthy duration of its life span,
with the engine still being created in some capacity
into 2009.
Deve Krehbiel of devestechnet.com has taken his
decades of knowledge on the inline-6 and created the
ultimate resource on rebuilding the Stovebolt
Chevrolet powerplant. Using color photography with
step-by-step sequencing, Deve takes you through the
disassembly, rebuild, and reassembly of these
engines, including rebuilding the carburetor,
distributor, and intake/exhaust systems. Tech Tips
highlight areas that can be overlooked, such as
proper cleaning and determining if a part is reusable,
and an appendix provides information on decoding
casting numbers. With millions of Chevrolets built
with an inline-6 engine, there’s no shortage of
candidates for a rebuild. With Chevrolet Inline-6
Engine: How to Rebuild, you will now have the perfect
complementary tool to walk you through the entire
engine-rebuilding process. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial}

How to Rebuild Your Volkswagon AirCooled Engine
The first book of its kind, How to Rebuild the Honda BPage 23/31
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Series Engineshows exactly how to rebuild the everpopular Honda B-series engine. The book explains
variations between the different B-series designations
and elaborates upon the features that make this
engine family such a tremendous and reliable design.
Honda B-series engines are some of the most popular
for enthusiasts to swap, and they came in many
popular Honda and Acura models over the years,
including the Civic, Integra, Accord, Prelude, CRX, del
Sol, and even the CR-V. In this special Workbench
book, author Jason Siu uses more than 600 photos,
charts, and illustrations to give simple step-by-step
instructions on disassembly, cleaning, machining tips,
pre-assembly fitting, and final assembly. This book
gives considerations for both stock and performance
rebuilds. It also guides you through both the easy and
tricky procedures, showing you how to rebuild your
engine and ensure it is working perfectly. Dealing
with considerations for all B-series engines-foreign
and domestic, VTEC and non-VTEC-the book also
illustrates many of the wildly vast performance
components, accessories, and upgrades available for
B-series engines. As with all Workbench titles, this
book details and highlights special components, tools,
chemicals, and other accessories needed to get the
job done right, the first time. Appendices are packed
full of valuable reference information, and the book
includes a Work-Along-Sheet to help you record vital
statistics and measurements along the way. You'll
even find tips that will help you save money without
compromising top-notch results.

Ford 429/460 Engines
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Buy, tune, maintain and modify your prized 911 with
this ultimate guide. Learn about wheel and tire
improvement, up-to-the-minute autocross or
showroom stock suspension and brake mods, custom
add-on bodywork and paint, and interiors -- where to
buy it, how to install it and what to expect for a result.
Covers engine, suspension, chassis, transmission,
tune-ups, model history, body and more on all 911s
up through 1996.

Auto Repair For Dummies
Giving new meaning to the term "fast food" Rest-stop
grade F meat patty? Nah. Nuggets of reconstituted
poultry bits? Pass. Deep-fried fish discus? No, really,
thanks all the same. It's time to bid farewell to the
roadside meal as you know it. Nearly twenty years
ago, Chris Maynard and Bill Scheller opened the
world's eyes to the beautym of car-engine
gastronomy in the original Manifold Destiny. And now
that another generation of both drivers and eaters
has emerged, the cult classic is due for an overhaul.
In this shiny, spanking-new edition, learn how to make
s'mores in your Scion, poach fish in your Pontiac,
even bust out a gourmet snack from under the hood
of your Escalade. With step-by-step diagrams, crowdpleasing recipes, and thorough instructions, now you
can turn your car into a kitchen without ever crossing
any golden arches. Hilarious, bizarre, and ultimately
(seriously!) useful, Manifold Destiny is and always will
be an unparalleled original. So, slap a ham steak
under the hood of your car, hit the gas, and drive until
you reach delicious -- which is in approximately fifty
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miles, depending on traffic.

Ford Y-Block Engines: How to Rebuild &
Modify
Teaches students to diagnose, service, and repair all
makes and models of gasoline and diesel engines.

How to Rebuild Ford Power Stroke Diesel
Engines 1994-2007
Get Peak Performance from Two-Stroke Engines Do
you spend more time trying to start your weed
trimmer than you do enjoying your backyard? With
this how-to guide, you can win the battle with the
temperamental two-stroke engine. Written by longtime mechanic and bestselling author Paul Dempsey,
Two-Stroke Engine Repair & Maintenance shows you
how to fix the engines that power garden equipment,
construction tools, portable pumps, mopeds,
generators, trolling motors, and more. Detailed
drawings, schematics, and photographs along with
step-by-step instructions make it easy to get the job
done quickly. Save time and money when you learn
how to: Troubleshoot the engine to determine the
source of the problem Repair magnetos and solidstate systems--both analog and digital ignition
modules Adjust and repair float-type, diaphragm, and
variable venturi carburetors Fabricate a crankcase
pressure tester Fix rewind starters of all types
Overhaul engines--replace crankshaft seals, main
bearings, pistons, and rings Work with centrifugal
clutches, V-belts, chains, and torque converters
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How to Rebuild Small-Block Ford Engines
As today's cars continue to become more complicated
and complex, the cost to repair them has continued to
climb. However, with some basic knowledge and a
little know-how, many of the most expensive repairs
can be avoided by simple, regular maintenance, or
relatively inexpensive repairs that can be done with a
few tools and step-by-step instructions. Car expert,
Dave Stribling, has seen every repair in the book, and
in Idiot's Guides: Auto Repair and Maintenance, he
arms readers with the knowledge they'll need to
troubleshoot and diagnose common problems and
make simple repairs that are universal to most makes
and models. Dozens of step-by-step, full-color photos
and illustrations make DIY car repairs and
maintenance so much easier. When the repair calls
for an expert the time comes to take the car to the
shop, Dave arms readers with the knowledge they'll
need to make the right choices, to avoid unnecessary
repairs, and to minimize the possibility of getting
ripped off.

Automotive Engine Performance
Giving new meaning to the term "fast food" Rest-stop
grade F meat patty? Nah. Nuggets of reconstituted
poultry bits? Pass. Deep-fried fish discus? No, really,
thanks all the same. It's time to bid farewell to the
roadside meal as you know it. Nearly twenty years
ago, Chris Maynard and Bill Scheller opened the
world's eyes to the beautym of car-engine
gastronomy in the original Manifold Destiny. And now
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that another generation of both drivers and eaters
has emerged, the cult classic is due for an overhaul.
In this shiny, spanking-new edition, learn how to make
s'mores in your Scion, poach fish in your Pontiac,
even bust out a gourmet snack from under the hood
of your Escalade. With step-by-step diagrams, crowdpleasing recipes, and thorough instructions, now you
can turn your car into a kitchen without ever crossing
any golden arches. Hilarious, bizarre, and ultimately
(seriously!) useful, Manifold Destiny is and always will
be an unparalleled original. So, slap a ham steak
under the hood of your car, hit the gas, and drive until
you reach delicious -- which is in approximately fifty
miles, depending on traffic.

Automotive Engine Repair
The venerable Jeep 4.0-liter inline-six engine has
powered millions of Jeeps, including CJs, YJs,
Wranglers, Cherokees, and Wagoneers. The 4.0
delivers adequate horsepower from the factory, but
many off-road drivers want more horsepower and
torque to conquer challenging terrain, which means
these engines are often built and modified. The Jeep
4.0, or 242-ci, is affordable, abundant, exceptionally
durable, and many consider it one of the best 4x4 offroad engines. In this Workbench title, veteran author
and Chrysler/Jeep engine expert Larry Shepard covers
the rebuild of an entire engine in exceptional detail.
He also delves into popular high-performance
modifications and build-ups. Step-by-step photos and
captions cover each crucial step of the engine
disassembly. He shows the inspection of all critical
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parts, including block, heads, rotating assembly,
intake, and exhaust. Critical machining processes are
covered, such as decking the block, line boring, and
overboring the block. The book provides exceptional
detail during the step-by-step assembly so your
engine is strong and reliable. Installing a largerdisplacement rotating assembly or stroker package is
one of the most cost-effective ways to increase
performance, and the author covers a stroker
package installation in detail. With millions of Jeep 4.0
engines in the marketplace (which are subjected to
extreme use), many of these engines require a
rebuild. In addition, many owners want to extract
more torque and horsepower from their 4.0 engines
so these engine are also modified. Until now, there
has not been a complete and authoritative guide that
covers the engine rebuild and build-up process from
beginning to end. Jeep 4.0 Engines is the essential
guide for an at-home mechanic to perform a
professional-caliber rebuild or a high-performance
build-up.

Automotive Technician Training: Theory
Although not the first V-8 engine ever produced,
Henry Ford's side-valve V-8, launched in 1932,
certainly qualified as the first mass-produced V-8 sold
to the public. Because of Henry Ford's stubbornness,
the first versions were less than ideal. The technology
was in its infancy and cost-cutting measures limited
the output and reliability of the early models. Over
time, however, the "Flattie" became the go-to
powerplant for a whole generation of new hobbyists
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who were called "hot rodders." The engine maintained
its position in the hobby well into the 1950s, even
when more modern overhead-valve designs started
coming out of Detroit. It's hard to overstate the
impact that this simple little engine had on a whole
generation of enthusiasts. Even today, people choose
a flathead for period-correct builds over far more
powerful options. The style and sound of a modified
flathead is an iconic part of American history. In Ford
Flathead Engines: How to Rebuild & Modify, veteran
author Tony Thacker and flathead guru of H&H
Flatheads, Mike Herman, take you step-by-step
through rebuilding a vintage flathead. One of the
most important steps is to actually find a good, usable
core; many have been sitting for a very long time and
the engine design is prone to cracking. Running
changes are also an important consideration when
selecting a core, and include cooling system, ignition,
and transmission mount. After you have selected a
core, Thacker and Herman take you through the
entire process of a rebuild, including teardown, parts
inspection, machine shop processes, replacement
part selection, re-assembly, start up, and break-in.
Also covered is a unique performance build completed
at the H&H shop for legendary race car team
manager and all-around enthusiast Ray Evernham. It
all adds up to more than 500 color photos and insider
tips on building what could be called the most iconic
engine ever built, the Ford flathead V-8.
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